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Civic Association
Issues
Next CCCA Meetings
We have several ideas in mind for our fall meetings but
have not settled yet on a date or topic. At least two
important issues will come up at the County Board
meeting September 22 and 25: JBG’s plans for Crystal
Square and a VRE update on station design. It’s likely we
will not schedule a meeting until the end of September or
beginning of October, depending on issues. More
information will be provided later.

Uber/Lyft Parking Lot on S. Eads Street
The three civic associations of 22202—CCCA, Aurora
Highlands, and Arlington Ridge—have been engaged with
County Transportation on the traffic problems caused by
the new Uber/Lyft parking lot for the airport between route
1 and S. Eads Street. Although there is no objection to the
parking lot itself, the single entry/exit on S. Eads Street is
causing considerable traffic problems. We asked the
County to reopen the entry/exit on route 1 and close off S.
Eads Street, but were told that this is a VDOT issue. Given
the increasing problems with cut-through traffic and
unsafe drivers in a hurry to get to the airport for their rides,
we do not find this an acceptable excuse. We will continue
to follow up with the County and escalate our concerns.
Please email us if you have examples of traffic and bad
driving that you have witnessed on S. Eads Street:
board@crystalcitycivic.org

Crystal City
Development and
Planning Issues
Long Bridge Facility Ground Breaking
In the midst of a downpour, the groundbreaking for the
Facility Center at Long Bridge Park took place on July 24.
We will look forward to an update on construction in the
near future.
Very little about the effort to build an aquatics center at
Long Bridge Park has ever been easy — and that includes
the project’s long-awaited groundbreaking. Mother

Nature had one last obstacle in store for county leaders
as they gathered to finally turn some dirt at Long Bridge,
delivering a formidable deluge that thoroughly soaked
the construction site ahead of Tuesday’s ceremonial
start to construction. Yet even as the rain turned the
ground to mush and tested the limits of attendees’
umbrellas, Arlington officials pressed on with a
celebration of a project that’s been decades in the
making. “This project has endured worse than a little
rain,” joked County Board Chair Katie Cristol. Read
more here. See a video rendering here.

County Renews Long-Stymied Efforts to Find
Long Bridge Park Aquatics Center Sponsors
County officials haven’t given up hope that they might
someday find corporate sponsors for the Long Bridge
Park aquatics center, in order to offset some of the costs
of the controversial project. With work on the $60
million facility formally kicking off this week, the county
is also moving closer to hiring a marketing firm to help it
recruit potential partners for Long Bridge. Officials hope
to start soliciting bids from companies before the year is
out. The project has had its fair share of financial
challenges over the years, with substantial cost overruns
prompting the County Board to postpone its
construction in 2014. All throughout the process,
however, county staff have kept hope alive that a
naming rights sponsor or some other corporate partner
might step in to help make the pool a bit more
affordable for Arlington taxpayers moving forward.
Read more here.

Demolition of Clark/15th Streets Overpass
Demolition of the Clark Street structure above 15th
Street South was completed July 27. Westbound 15th
Street at Clark Street and Route 1 reopened. See
photos of the demolition
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Demolition of the Clark Street roadway will continue
behind the current
work zone barriers
and will not affect
drivers or
pedestrians. The
next detours will
occur during
removal of the Clark
Street bridge over
18th Street South.
This work has not yet been scheduled, but there will be a
two-week advance notice before the detour starts. Visit
the project page

S. Eads Street Construction Set to Snarl
Traffic Near Pentagon Parking
Construction around one of the Pentagon’s parking lots
could produce some big headaches for drivers and bus
riders alike. Starting July 16, work shut down the west
side of S. Eads Street from Army Navy Drive to where it
nears the Pentagon’s south parking lot at S. Rotary
Road. That shifts both northbound and southbound
traffic to the east side of the street. In the mornings,
from 6 a.m. to 9 a.m., that cuts off access to I-395’s
northbound HOV lanes and Army Navy Drive from S.
Rotary Road. Crews have posted a detour and drivers
should follow signs. In the same time period, access to
northbound S. Eads Street from the right lane of S.
Rotary Road is reserved for anyone heading for I-395’s
southbound HOV lanes. Construction includes “median
reconfiguration, road widening, pavement and drainage
work,” according to VDOT, prompting some major
traffic snarls. Read more here.

With Redevelopment Nearing, Several Crystal
City Shops Set to Relocate
Multiple restaurants and stores are either closing or
relocating in the Crystal City Shops at 1750.
Potbelly Sandwich
Shop, one of the
departing tenants,
will be closed after
today (July 25). A
sign inside the
restaurant says they
are relocating to an
existing Potbelly location in Alexandria (401 John Carlyle
Street), and a manager said the Crystal City location is
closing because the building managers are renovating.
King Street Blues closed for business July 29 . Crystal
Cleaners has moved to 1235 S. Clark Street under the
name Crystal Gateway Cleaners. Crystal City Dental
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Arts Center also plans to move to that location at the
end of the month. JBG Smith operates the Crystal City
Shops, with a main entrance at 1750 Crystal Drive, and
the 1235 S. Clark Street site. A Touch of Art & Framing
will relocate to a different space within the 1750 complex
July 31, according to a sign on its door. Read more here.
Also, La-Or Nail and Skin is moving next to the Ship Hatch
near Rite Aid and FedEx-Kinkos is moving to the former
Tech Shop area which is empty.

Future Cities Project
The Crystal City Business Improvement District (BID) is
embarking on a multi-dimensional strategic planning
process called
the Future Cities
Project. This
effort will focus
on Crystal City,
Pentagon City,
and Potomac Yard – Arlington. These three areas
represent, individually and collectively, major economic
centers of Arlington County, the Greater Washington
region, and the Commonwealth of Virginia. Help us
envision the transformation of Crystal City, Pentagon
City & Potomac Yard! Visit futurecitiesproject.org to
answer questions and provide feedback on a variety of
topics, like how we can make the area more family
friendly. Learn More.

County May Ask State for $78 Million for
Second Crystal City Metro Entrance
Arlington is getting ready to seek nearly $78 million in
state transportation funding to build a second entrance
at the Crystal City Metro station. The County Board is
considering submitting the project for “Smart Scale”
funding, money handed out by the Commonwealth
Transportation Board for big-ticket projects around the
state. If approved, Arlington would have the money it
needs to add an eastern entrance to the station at the
northwest corner of the intersection of Crystal Drive and
18th Street S., perhaps by sometime in 2024.
Arlington’s recent budget woes, brought on by declining
commercial tax revenues and new funding obligations
for Metro service, means that the county will need to
rely on outside funding for the second entrance. The
county expected to get most of that money from the
Northern Virginia Transportation Authority, a regional
body that funds major transportation improvements.
But the NVTA recently told the county that it can only
chip in about $5 million towards design work for the
project, as the group adjusts its own funding plans after
losing out on tens of millions in annual revenue as a
result of a deal to provide dedicated funding to Metro.
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That forced Arlington officials to turn to the statewide
“Smart Scale” program to for funding, an outcome local
lawmakers predicted as a result of the NVTA losing out
on money as part of the Metro deal. The county is
similarly concerned about how it might pay for second
entrances at the Ballston and East Falls Church stations
in the coming years due to these same factors, but
officials only chose to submit the Crystal City project for
“Smart Scale” money. Read more here.
State transportation officials will evaluate the Crystal
City entrance against other projects across the state, and
award funding based on factors like how much
congestion they will relieve and how much economic
development they’ll spur. Should Arlington win the full
$78 million it’s asking for, county officials plan to use the
NVTA money and some local tax revenue to fund the
remainder of the project’s cost, according to a staff
report.

Voters in Crystal City now have a new polling
place
As we have noted before, the
County has entered into an
agreement with JBG Smith to
relocate more permanently the
voting precinct for the northern part
of Crystal City, precinct 006.
The County Board approved a
change for voters living in the “Crystal City 006
Precinct,” which runs from the intersection of 18th
Street S. and S. Fern
Street up along
Route 1 before it
meets I-395, at its
meeting Saturday,
July 14. The Gallery
Underground (2100
Crystal Drive) once
served as the polling place for the precinct, but it’s now
located in a conference room inside a building at 251
18th Street S. The county only recently moved the
polling place for the precinct, which contains roughly
6,000 voters, after some nearby apartment buildings
backed out of plans to host voters instead.
This latest change was spurred by “several complaints
from voters in the north part of the precinct about the
change, mostly in regards to parking,” according to a
staff report prepared for the County Board. The county
will now send out postcards to any voters impacted by
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the change ahead of the Nov. 6 election. Read more

here.
Police Investigating String of Car Burglaries
Around Arlington Ridge
Arlington police have arrested one man in connection
with a string of overnight car burglaries in Arlington
Ridge, and another burglar may still be at large. An
anonymous tipster told ARLnow that police left a variety
of notes on car windshields around the 1000 block of
18th Street S. warning owners to check the vehicles to
see if anything was amiss. Police are asking anyone
whose vehicle might’ve been broken into to call the
department at 703-558-2222. Read more here.

Arlington County
Issues
Arlington County Fair 2018
The 2018 Arlington
County Fair runs
from August 1519, 2018 at the
Thomas Jefferson
Community
Center, 3501 Second Street South, 22204. See details
here.

APS Reveals 11 Elementary Schools Set for
Boundary Changes This Winter
Arlington’s School Board is laying out more details as it
prepares to redraw elementary school boundary lines
this fall, identifying 11 schools set to see boundary
changes ahead of the 2019 school year. With the new
Alice West Fleet Elementary School set to open in
Arlington Heights next year, Arlington Public Schools
needs to tweak boundaries for a variety of schools as
ripple effects of the change spread throughout the
county. The Board’s already been busy working with
staff to sort out which schools should be “option”
programs, accessible to students around the county, and
plans to spend the next few months sorting out
remaining boundary details leading up to a final vote this
December. While school leaders have discussed a
variety of programs over the course of the year, today
(Friday) Arlington Public Schools released the final list of
elementary schools set to have their boundaries
changed as part of this process. Oakridge is one of
these.
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But staff don’t plan to offer any final recommendations
until sometime this fall, and will only do so after holding
a series of public meetings on the process. Staff will hold
an open office hours session on the issue from 7-8:30
p.m. on Aug. 7 and the first community meeting on the
topic on Sept. 26, both at Kenmore Middle School (200
S. Carlin Springs Rd.). The Board plans to take a final
vote on boundaries Dec. 6. Read more here.

County Board Approves Water Pollution
Control Plant’s Solids Master Plan
The Arlington County Board today approved a Solids
Master Plan for the Water Pollution Control Plant’s
(WPCP), culminating a two-year public process to
determine upgrades for handling the plant’s biosolids.
These solids are separated from wastewater in the
treatment process before the highly-cleaned wastewater
is released into Four Mile Run, a short distance from the
Potomac River. Read more here. And Here.

Arlington Libraries Abandon Some Digital
Offerings to Cut Costs
Arlington’s public library system is rolling back some of
its digital offerings as it seeks to cope with deep budget
cuts. Library officials announced Monday (July 16) that
patrons soon won’t be able to access both Standard &
Poor’s Capital IQ Netadvantage, an investment research
tool, and Hoopla, a system for streaming music or
audiobooks. Both services were previously available free
of charge for library users. This move comes after the
library system spent the last few weeks collecting
feedback on what services patrons value, in order to
prepare for the loss of $250,000 in funding that took
effect with the start of the new fiscal year on July 1.
Library officials say they received more than 19,500
responses to that survey, which helped inform these
cuts. Read more here.

Kids, Parents Plan Lemonade Stands Around
Arlington to Help Separated Immigrant
Families
Ordinarily, it wouldn’t be big news that some kids and
their parents plan to sell some lemonade around
Arlington on a late-July day — but the lemonade stands
popping up around the county this weekend come with a
bit more of a message than most. Activists with the
group “Lawyer Moms of America” set up several stands
in Arlington and other locations around Northern
Virginia July 28 (Saturday), as part of a national
demonstration dubbed “Kids Take a Stand.” Parents and
kids alike plan to use the event to raise money to hasten
the reunification of families separated at the Mexican
border. While the Trump administration has managed
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to reunite roughly 1,400 children, from ages 5 to 17, with
their families ahead of a court-imposed deadline,
hundreds of other kids remain in government custody
without any connection to their parents. Read more
here.

Arlington Preparing to Embrace Dockless
Vehicles With Pilot Program
Arlington is now gearing up to officially embrace
dockless bikes and scooters, even though some scooters
have already arrived in the county. County officials have
spent the last few weeks mulling how to respond to the
sudden appearance of dozens of Bird’s dockless scooters
around Arlington in late June. Though the county did
receive some advance warning from the company that it
planned to start operating in Arlington, County Manager
Mark Schwartz and the county’s legal team weren’t sure
exactly how to react to Bird’s arrival.
Some communities have even chosen to take legal
action against dockless vehicle companies that start
operating without the local government’s consent, but
the county announced in a statement today (Thursday)
that staff determined there “are no regulations currently
in place that would prohibit the operation and use of
these devices in Arlington.” The county doesn’t have any
regulation prohibiting the scooters on sidewalks, but it
does ban “motorized vehicles” from county bike paths,
which would include the scooters. Moving forward,
county transportation spokesman Eric Balliet told
ARLnow that officials are planning to unveil a “pilot
demonstration project” to test out all manner of
dockless vehicles this fall. Read more here.

Real Estate Tax Break Program for Seniors
Set to Change Next Year
Some changes are on the way for Arlington’s real estate
tax relief program for seniors, though officials declined
pursue the sort of sweeping overhaul favored by some in
the community. The County Board approved a series of
tweaks to the program’s eligibility criteria Saturday (July
14), in a bid to better realize the county’s goal of helping
older Arlingtonians stay in their homes even as values,
and associated tax bills, creep upward. Starting next
year, the program will be open to homeowners age 65 or
older and people with disabilities, with an annual income
of up to $99,472 and household assets — excluding the
home itself — up to $400,000, a slight increase from the
old $340,000 limit. The county is also now letting people
apply for an exemption from 75 percent of their tax bill,
when the program previously only let homeowners try
for an exemption from their full bill, half of it or a quarter
of it. Read more here.
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County Could Speed Up Design Work on Army
Navy Country Club Access Road
County officials seem to have found some money to
speed up design work on an access road to link the
Arlington View neighborhood to Army Navy Drive.
County Manager Mark Schwartz initially proposed some
hefty delays for the project, which is set to stretch across
a section of the Army Navy Country Club, in his
proposed 10-year plan for county construction efforts.
Under his proposal, design work on the effort wouldn’t
even start until fiscal year 2027, with construction set for
2029.
The county’s budget challenges have ensured that
Arlington officials haven’t suddenly found enough
money to build the road, and its accompanying bike and
pedestrian trails, right away. But county staff did
manage to track down about $230,000 to pay for design
and engineering work starting in fiscal year 2020,
officials told the County Board during a work session
Tuesday (July 10). That news is quite welcome for Board
members and residents alike, considering that the
county has been working to build the 30-foot-wide road
since 2010, in order to better connect Columbia Pike to
Crystal City.
The road would run from S. Queen Street, near
Hoffman-Boston Elementary, to the I-395 underpass,
where a country club access road meets up with Army
Navy Drive. The process of securing an easement to
even cross the country club in the first place was a
challenging one for the county, but the two sides
ultimately struck a deal after the county agreed to allow
the club to build a larger clubhouse than county zoning
rules would ordinarily permit. Read more here.

These Cities Have the Best Public Park
Systems in the Country
Time Magazine touts Arlington as the third best public
park system in the Country. Do you live within a 10
minute walk of a park? The answer is yes for nearly all
residents of Minneapolis and St. Paul, helping to place
Minnesota’s twin cities atop The Trust for Public Land’s
ranking of America’s best park systems within the 100
most populous cities. Next up are Washington, D.C. and
neighboring Arlington, Va., which boast high investment
in parks and easy access for 98 percent of residents. See
the online article here.
The print edition (August 6-13) took the theme even
further. Jamie Ducharme wrote, "Maybe the best
strategy of all is making exercise so ingrained in daily life
that it becomes automatic, says Sagar Shah, the
planning and community-health center manager at the
American Planning Association. Take Arlington, Va.,
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which topped the American College of Sports
Medicine's 2018 American Fitness Index rankings in
part because of its exemplary funding for and access to
parks, paths, and green spaces. Thanks to 49 miles of
safe paths, Arlington households make three times more
trips by foot, bike or transit than other households in the
region, according to a report from the county's
transportation and development department.
"But Arlington is a wealthy suburb: areas historically
populated by lower-income and minority groups tend to
be less likely than average to get enough exercise. They
may also lack the funds necessary to make exercise
easier."

Custis Trail Section Closure: July 30-Aug. 24
A portion of the Custis Trail is closed July 30 through
Aug. 24 for trail improvements. Follow the detour as we
work to enhance your trail experience.

Arlington Named Top Digital County for Third
Straight Year
Arlington County is the No. 1 digital county in the nation
for a third straight year. The Center for Digital
Government and National Association of Counties 2018
award recognizes Arlington for its best technology
practices in areas of open government, transparency,
public engagement, planning, cyber security and
operations. Arlington received the award for counties in
the 150,000-249,999 population category. Read more
here.

Help Fill the Cruiser with Back-to-School
Supplies
Help Arlington County students start the school year
prepared to succeed by donating new school supplies
and other classroom materials during the Fill the Cruiser
Back-to-School Supply Drive. All donated supplies will
be provided to Arlington County Public Schools for
distribution to teachers and students. Arlington County
Police officers and members of the Arlington County’s
Commonwealth’s Attorney’s Office will be collecting
donations on Thursday, August 16 from 6 p.m. to 8 p.m.
at: The Fashion Centre at Pentagon City – 1100 S. Hayes
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Street (main entrance). See here for suggested items
for donation.

Reducing your risk of flooding
Take advantage of the calm between storms by taking
action to reduce the chance of flooding on your
property. The possibility of flooding could be higher than
you think. More than 20 percent of flood claims are from
areas deemed a low risk. The County's Office of
Sustainability and Environmental Management offers
these tips to reduce your chances of a flood:
Communications Specialist Peter Golkin, Arlington
County Department of Environmental Services Agency

Free Paper Shredding & Inert Material DropOff
Paper shredding is for residents only (sorry, businesses
are not allowed). August 4, 8:00 am-4:30 pm at Earth
Products Yard, 4300 29th St S.
Limit of two boxes (no larger than 18 in. x 11 in. x 10 in.),
or two paper bags per customer.
Acceptable: paper (including staples, paper clips),
checks/checkbooks.
Unacceptable: magazines, catalogs, credit cards, threering binders or phone book-sized material.
Inert materials include:
Asphalt
Ceramic tile
Concrete
Earth
Masonry block
Rock
Sand
Only a small pickup truck load or 3 cubic yards of
material can be accepted. Brush material is not accepted
in the Inert Material Drop-Off Program.

Other Issues
Virginia to begin issuing driver’s licenses that
will be required for air travel in 2020
Virginia will begin issuing a new driver’s license this fall,
putting the commonwealth in compliance with a federal
law passed after the Sept. 11 attacks designed to tighten
security requirements for state-issued identification. In
the next two years, Virginia will replace as many as 2.7
million driver’s licenses — a massive undertaking likely to
result in longer lines and wait times at Department of
Motor Vehicles offices. Virginia is one of several states
scrambling to comply with the 2005 domestic security
program known as Real ID, which is intended to prevent
identity fraud. The program calls for issuing more-secure
licenses and identification cards.
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Residents of the state are not required to get Real ID,
but starting on Oct. 1, 2020, those who travel by air and
visit federal facilities such as military bases will need it or
another form of identification such as a U.S. passport or
a military ID. In Virginia, for example, current license
holders will be required to present two proofs of
residency, instead of one, and a Social Security card,
instead of just providing the number. Virginia
transportation officials are already urging license holders
to gather up the documentation they will need to obtain
the new ID so they can avoid multiple DMV visits. Unless
their license is due for renewal, officials are urging
customers to wait a few months to get the Real ID. Read
more here.

Living History Military Timeline at the BallSellers House in Arlington
On Saturday, August 4, the Arlington Historical Society
is hosting a Living History Military Timeline representing
the military service of all the residents of the oldest
house in the county, the Ball-Sellers House built around
1742. We hope you and the members of your community
and civic organizations will help spread the word about
this uniquely Arlington event. Visitors will get to meet
military re-enactors from the French and Indian War
through World War I. This rare opportunity will have fun
things for all ages, from learning about what soldiers
wore, the gear they carried, and the weapons they used
to learning about the role that each person of the house
had in military service to our country. Here are just a few
examples of what visitors can see and do:
You'll meet "Matthew Brady," the early photographer
who captured so many iconic images of the Civil War and
had a "photographic salon" in what in now Ballston.
You'll be able to pose for a "Brady tin type" photo in
costume. You can sign up to be a doughboy and learn
what to expect during World War I from a soldier who
has "been over there." A member of the Virginia militia
who trained for service in the Revolutionary War will
help train you to be the quality soldier that General
George Washington expects from his neighbors. and
lots more to see, do, and learn!
The Ball-Sellers House is located at 5620 3rd Street,
South in Arlington's Glencarlyn neighborhood, just off
Carlin Springs Road, south of Arlington Boulevard. The
event will be from 1:00 to 4:30 pm. For more
information, please email
BSH@arlingtonhistoricalsociety.org or call 703-8924204. For more about the Arlington Historical Society,
please, visit our website at
www.arlingtonhistoricalsociety.org.
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Attention Amazon: Greater Washington ranks
as the third best market for tech talent,
CBRE report finds
Here's another notch for Greater Washington's HQ2 belt.
A CBRE report has ranked the region the third best
market for tech talent, providing further evidence that
its three shortlisted bids for Amazon's second
headquarters — D.C., Northern Virginia and
Montgomery County — are potentially strong
contenders. The report underscored Greater
Washington's growth in the number of tech graduates
and the size of its labor pool as two key areas where the
region distinguishes itself. It comes one year after
Cushman & Wakefield also ranked D.C. as one of the
nation's top three tech towns. Greater Washington was
ranked second among 50 markets with 10,526 annual
tech graduates, a 45 percent increase over the past five
years. The region's tech labor pool of 248,150 attributes
to 8 percent of its total employment compared to a
national average of 3.5 percent. Read more here.

Extreme Champion Trees Bike Ride Aug. 11
Marvel at some of Arlington’s most spectacular trees on
the Extreme Champion Trees Bike Ride Sat., Aug. 11.
Unlike the other Champion Tree bike rides, this one will
take you on some of the hilliest, most calorie-burning,
bike-safe roads of North Arlington. You will still be
stopping at points of natural and environmental interest
along the way, but plan on a tough ride. Bring your own
bike, water, snacks and repair kit. Teens ages 16 and up
are welcome, but must be accompanied by a registered
adult. Free. Register with this code: #642748-A.
When: Sat., Aug. 11, 9 a.m. – 12 p.m.
Where: Meet at the Fort C.F. Smith parking lot.

Howard Hughes finalizing deal for Landmark
Mall Sears
Howard Hughes Corp. is finalizing a deal to incorporate
the Sears at Landmark Mall into the Dallas-based
developer's plans to redevelop the 52-acre mall property
in its entirety, a top Alexandria official said. Howard
Hughes (NYSE: HHC) is "close" to signing an agreement
that would include the Sears, which accounts for 18
acres of the Landmark site. The Sears is still open, while
the mall is closed — though it did recently host the
filming of "Wonder Woman 1984." Read more here.

2018 Signature Theatre Open House
The Signature Theatre will host its annual open house in
the Village at Shirlington on Sunday, August 5, 2018
from 12:00 PM until 8:30 PM. The Arlington County
Police Department will conduct the following road
closure from approximately 8:00 AM to 11:00 PM to
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accommodate the event: Campbell Avenue, from S.
Arlington Mill Drive to S. Randolph Street, will be closed
to all vehicular traffic during this event. Harris Teeter
customers can access the parking garage via the
alternate entrance behind the store. Street parking in
the area will be restricted and motorists should be on the
lookout for temporary “No Parking” signs. Illegally
parked vehicles may be ticketed or towed. If your vehicle
is towed from a public street, call the Emergency
Communications Center at 703-558-2222. For additional
event information, please visit the Signature Theatre
website.

GW Parkway Lane Closures Start Due to
Bridge Repairs
The National Park Service is warning drivers about
severe traffic backups on the GW Parkway starting July
30 (Monday) and running through the fall, as rehab work
on the Windy Run Bridge gets going. Workers have
spent the last few weeks removing guard rails and center
curbs, as well as doing some paving work, in order to
prepare for work on the bridge, located in northeast
Arlington near the Woodmont and Riverwood
neighborhoods. Starting July 30, the NPS plans to
reduce the parkway from four lanes down to three, and
expects to:
-Lower the work zone speed limit to 35 miles per hour
-Direct all traffic into three narrow travel lanes
-Shift travel lanes to accommodate rush hour traffic
The NPS plans to always keep one lane open in each
direction, reversing the third lane as needed to match
the direction of traffic in the morning and evening rush
hours on weekdays. Read more here.

The Connection Library
For events at the Pop Up Library, see the calendar page.

Crystal City BID Updates
You can subscribe to our newsletter, follow us on
twitter or instagram (@ccbid), and Like Us on Facebook
for the most current information.
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CCCA
OFFICERS
Contact us:
board@crystalcitycivic.org
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